


Tradition. Innovation.

A distinctive sense of style.

L&C stendal 

Louis Arnold and his son Carl started out on the road to success with the 

manufacture of garden chairs. They were producing these modern items of 

furniture in Schorndorf as early as 1871, but rapid expansion resulted in them 

building a factory in Stendal just a few years later. They also increased their 

range to include metal washstands, sledges and wine-racks.

 

They remained faithful to the spirit of their times, and in the early 20th 

century were inspired by the ideas of the Bauhaus in nearby Dessau, which 

was championing modernism. The Arnold Works collaborated closely with 

its design greats and star architects, and by the 1920s it had become the 

leading manufacturer of steel furniture in Europe. One highlight of this fruitful 

cooperation came about when the company furnished the Hindenburg airship 

with contemporary seating made of aluminium, chosen for its light weight. 

Many of these revolutionary design concepts continue to be mainstays of the 

L&C range. The fundamental principle of the Bauhaus era which consisted in 

combining functionality with an uncluttered design is applied more than ever 

today in our development of new products. It is this central theme which makes 

the range of furniture from L&C stendal so eloquent and exceptional. High-quality 

tubular steel forms the backbone of our designs. By combining it with natural 

materials such as wood, pure new wool and leather, we create distinctive items 

of furniture for our customers to experience.

Our tradition of reflecting the spirit of our times and recognising that furniture 

design involves a never-ending quest for perfection allows us to reap the 

benefits of our experience and knowhow. We see ourselves as bridging the gap 

between the Bauhaus era and 21st century design. L&C stendal is a melting-pot 

of tradition and innovation. And it is ultimately to this that we owe our distinctive 

sense of style.
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A few of our reference projects

German Historical Museum, Berlin

Model: weimar

Holiday Inn, Feldkirch, Austria

Model: berlin

Hall of Last Benediction, Herrenberg

Model: canto

T-Systems, Munich 

Models: canto and skipper

Representation of the State of Saxony-Anhalt, Berlin 

Model: athos

KaDeWe, Berlin

Models: come on and akiro

Royal stud, Wernigerode

Model: stendal

Berlin School of Art  

Model: comeback

St. Elizabeth Hospital, Leipzig 

Model: athos
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straight 
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Our ‘straight’ conference 

chairs will fit in with just about 

any environment, thanks to 

their simple elegance and 

functionality. The outstanding 

quality of the seat shell and 

frame also make them pleasing 

and ergonomic to use. The 

added concentration and 

higher level of performance 

associated with sitting 

comfortably will bring your 

meeting to a more productive 

and successful conclusion.  

-  attractive tubular steel frame 

with armrests 

-  ergonomically-shaped multi-

layer laminated wood with a 

choice of finishes 

-  available with upholstered 

seat and backrest 

-  beech or stained armrest 

-  slot-in linkage 

straight
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classic

Simple and timeless – the 

uncluttered design of this 

classic modular furniture 

comes from the hertel & 

klarhoefer studio. Its supports 

and shelves are designed to 

make it extremely versatile, 

whether you prefer a single 

shelf unit or a floor-to-ceiling 

bookcase. The ‘classic’ 

shelving system can be used 

to achieve any height or width 

you require, or even a stepped 

arrangement. Simple ideas are 

often the best.
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If one looks back at the 

outstanding development 

of furniture design in the 

20th century, two periods of 

remarkable productivity stand 

out from the rest: the 20s and 

30s with Ludwig Mies van der 

Rohe, Marcel Breuer, Heinz 

and Bodo Rasch, Carl Fieger, 

Mart Stam and Alvar Aalto, 

and the 50s and 60s with Eero 

Saarinen, CharIes Eames, 

Harry Bertoia, Max Bill and 

Egon Eiermann, to name but a 

few. 

The ‘arno’ chair belongs to 

this latter period. Designed 

in the 50s by L. & C. Arnold 

Schorndorf, the ‘arno’ was 

manufactured in Stendal until 

about 1960, before fading into 

obscurity, not least because 

of the political circumstances 

of the time. When the design 

was given a new lease of life in 

1998, the chair met with such 

an enthusiastic response that 

there is every indication of a 

classic having been revived.

Its minimalist design gives the 

chair an intriguingly modest 

appearance and sets the 

visual tone of its immediate 

environment. 

arno
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athos-3 

The ‘athos’ is a family of chairs 

with a variety of looks, making 

it ideally suited to serving a 

number of different functions 

in a work environment or in a 

domestic setting as a feature 

of your home decor. All of the 

members of the ‘athos’ family 

have a characteristically 

elegant and timeless form. 

Light, yet extremely sturdy, 

they can be stacked to save 

space and are ergonomically 

designed, making them ideal 

in any situation where comfort 

and functionality are of the 

essence: in conference areas, 

but also in seminar rooms, 

auditoria, and other high-

capacity venues.

athos

athos-2

athos-3 

athos-4 

athos-2 
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canto

The ‘canto’ is an unpretentious, 

beautifully proportioned 

stacking chair suited to an 

impressively wide range of 

uses and design options. 

The ‘canto’ marries a very high 

level of functionality with an 

attractive design. Individual 

shell shapes or imaginative 

cut-outs and patterns can be 

incorporated at little extra 

cost. The result is tailor-made 

seating; particularly beneficial 

where consistent brand 

awareness and the expression 

of corporate identity are 

concerned. 

canto-1

canto-1 

canto-3 

canto-4

canto-1
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comeback The ‘comeback’ is a tubular 

steel stacking chair which  

was used in its millions even 

prior to German reunification –  

at large-capacity venues, 

in restaurants, casinos, 

refectories and canteens, 

but also in homes. Now 

L &C stendal has given 

this successful and well-

established model a new 

lease of life. Its ‘comeback’ 

has proved a resounding 

success: although the chair 

has undergone technical 

and visual improvements 

and is now available in a 

variety of different colours, 

its fundamental design 

has remained pretty much 

unchanged. 

There is little doubt that many 

of its users are attracted just 

as much by its space-saving 

stacking features as by the 

linkage principle it employs, 

whereby all of the components 

can be extended to harmonious 

effect. The simple, understated 

appearance of the chair 

emphasises the clear priority 

placed on functionality and 

use.
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come on

The ‘come on’ fuses the rigid 

aesthetic principles of the 

Bauhaus with contemporary 

expectations of comfort and 

utility. The chair constitutes a 

functional and aesthetic whole 

in the best traditions of the 

Bauhaus. 

Ideal for use in a variety of 

venues, with every detail 

carefully thought out, and 

manufactured to a high 

standard of quality.
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gala

The aesthetic design of the 

‘gala’ is striking: the curved 

moulded backrest with its 

elegant central strut makes a 

light, cheerful impression. The 

comfort afforded by the chair is 

immediately apparent, and can 

be enhanced even further by 

the addition of seat pads and 

armrests. 

But the ‘gala’ stacking chair 

has yet more impressive tricks 

up its sleeve: each version 

can be stacked in even the 

most restrictive of spaces, and 

transported in large numbers 

without difficulty, thanks to its 

light weight and space-saving 

dimensions.
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easy

The ‘easy’ can be linked or 

stacked, making it a highly 

versatile chair well suited 

to a number of settings. The 

frames interlock reliably and 

harmoniously with just a few 

moves for effortless linkage. 

The frame is also designed 

in such a way that up to 

ten chairs can be stacked 

vertically, with no contact 

between the seat areas.
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mensa

The predecessor of this 

stackable skid-base chair 

dates from the period of close 

collaboration between Marcel 

Breuer and L.& C. Arnold. 

Indeed, more than 1,000 skid-

base chairs from the L&C 

factory are still in use at the 

Bauhaus in Dessau today, 

including in the Gropius Room, 

the Bauhaus workshop, the 

Prellerhaus, and the offices. 

They continue to be used 

regularly for special events 

and panel discussions in the 

auditorium of the Bauhaus. 



plaza

The perfect seating solution 

for a professional office 

environment, the L&C ‘plaza’ 

can be stacked vertically and 

has an almost invisible ganging 

link. At the heart of its design 

is a 12 mm steel frame. The 

seat and back, made of natural 

wood, form a harmonious 

whole with the elegant frame. 

The result is an extremely 

attractive looking chair which 

is also very comfortable to use.

17
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weimar

The Arnold Bauhaus Collection 

patterns itself on original 

models from the 20s and 30s, 

and brings classic Bauhaus 

design principles right up to 

date. Curved tubular steel was 

a source of fascination for the 

creative minds at the Bauhaus 

from an early date. Innovative 

designers, in particular the 

brothers Heinz and Bodo 

Rasch, Gustav Hassenpflug, 

Mart Stam and Marcel Breuer 

were mesmerised by the 

possibilities raised by this 

material. This fascination lives 

on in the model we call the 

‘weimar’.  
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‘hugo’ is a round tube chair 

with an ergonomically shaped 

and flexible plastic shell in 

different colours. It appeals for 

its lightness together with the 

exceptional comfort of the shell. 

While the outer contour shines 

in a smooth surface the non-slip 

surface which is furthermore 

very durable keeps the sitting 

person in his position. 

Whether in the theatre, con-

ference room or cafeteria – the 

‘hugo’ is due to its clear design  

a chair for all situations.

hugo
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Good design meets excellent 

workmanship. The result: 

an elegant series of chairs 

which meet the highest 

specifications. This furniture 

offers an almost inexhaustible 

range of options and combi-

nations and can be used for a 

wide range of applications. 

The seat shells are available in 

walnut, oak, beech or maple. 

Combine with matching tables 

from the L &C ‘star’ series for a 

complete look which will look 

right at home in a variety of 

settings.

star
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With its ‘arcetto’ collection, 

L&C stendal is continuing the 

tradition of a company which 

was already writing design 

history early in the modern 

era with its development and 

production of tubular steel 

framed upholstered furniture. 

‘arcetto’ chairs, sofas and 

side tables are contemporary 

creations by the Stendal 

Design Team, which can 

draw on a wealth of valuable 

experience in the areas of 

design and construction.  

This is reflected, for instance, 

in the ‘hairpin’ form of the 

base frame, which is a typical 

feature employed by L &C 

stendal. 

23

arcetto
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The ‘berlin’ model is an 

attractive range of seating 

for the home or office, and 

represents L&C stendal’s 

latest addition to the Arnold 

Bauhaus Collection. The 

considerable debt it owes 

to the design vocabulary of 

the Bauhaus is apparent in 

every detail: the upholstered 

elements are contained by 

the orthogonal, closed tubular 

frame, and the armrests are of 

milled solid beech. The ‘berlin’ 

range, complete with footstool, 

is a prestigious range of 

seating which is ideal for 

relaxing and enjoying life. 

berlin

25
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The armchair ‘bully’ is the 

contemporary interpretation 

of the classic tubular-steel-

upholstery-furniture of L&C 

stendal. The usual cubic overall 

shape is optically broken 

through the dynamic angles of 

the design. The wide stand Iets 

the armchair appear sporty 

despite the generous cushions.  

‘bully’ is a very comfortable 

and compact armchair, which 

can be complemented by a 

sofa and two different sized 

glass side tables. The Iounge 

chair family finds its purpose 

in office Iounge – aswell as in 

waiting – and living-areas.  

bully



office

The ‘office’ swivel chair 

and cantilever chair are 

characterised by their simple 

elegance and lightness of 

touch. Their timeless, classic 

design and the use of high-

quality materials such as 

leather and chrome make these 

exclusive office chairs the 

ideal choice when furnishing 

sophisticated working and 

conference environments.

The high standard of upholstery 

offers a top-class level of 

comfort and thus an improved 

quality of life in the workplace 

and at conferences.

28



The simple, classical look of 

the ‘akiro’ makes it extremely 

adaptable and suitable for use 

in a wide range of settings. 

Depending on the size and 

combination of materials 

chosen, it can be equally at 

home in a cafeteria or seminar 

room, and the version with the 

chromium-plated frame and 

black-stained genuine wood 

veneer top cuts a good figure 

in an individual or team work 

setting or as a conference 

table. 

Practical detail: The legs of the 

‘akiro’ are height-adjustable to 

compensate for uneven floors. 

akiro

29
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skipper

The ‘skipper’ is a family of 

folding tables ideally suited 

for creating just the right table 

arrangement for any room or 

situation quickly and easily. 

The models in the ‘skipper’ 

series with their excellent 

stability meet the highest 

functional specifications. 

Their space-saving storage 

and user-friendly handling are 

greatly appreciated by our 

customers. Interior designers 

also value the versatility 

afforded by their different top 

sizes and finishes. 
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tablo
Our ‘tablo’ table elements are 

flexible and easy to handle, 

making them an attractive 

alternative to the many highly- 

complicated, planning-intensive  

and expensive table systems on 

the market. Square, rectangular, 

trapezoidal and semi-circular 

units cover more or less all 

the bases in terms of the 

specifications required of 

tables for individual use, or for 

conferences and meetings. 

The ‘tablo’ modular table system 

is as simple as it is practical. 

With a basic kit of table shapes, 

any configuration is possible, 

because the dimensions are 

coordinated in such a way that 

they can be combined however 

you like to create the required 

table ensemble.  
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Simple elegance in a modern 

setting. That describes the 

design of the L&C ‘star’ to a T.

This range of tables is a perfect 

match for L&C ‘star’ chairs. 

With its thin table-top and 

attractive wood look, it will 

enhance any room without 

dominating it. 

33

star



coat racks and stands

With its ‘butler’ wall rack, L&C 

stendal is reviving the tradition 

of classical modernism. You 

and your visitors will find five 

coat hooks and a generously 

proportioned hat shelf at your 

service. 

Coat racks and stands are 

often not given the attention 

they deserve. That is why L &C 

stendal has taken such care in 

developing their design. The 

result? Accessories with a 

style all of their own, thanks to 

the combination of an elegant 

form, excellent workmanship 

and practicality. 

crown ‘butler’ glass hat shelf 

mescal
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L&C stendal product range

L&C arno  417 L&C athos  442-2 L&C athos  442-3 L&C athos  442-4 L&C canto  419-1 L&C canto  419-2 L&C canto  419-3 L&C canto  419-4

L&C comeback  041 L&C come on  406 L&C easy 413 L&C gala 418 L&C gina 407 L&C mensa 410 L&C office 414 L&C plaza 408

L&C hugo L&C star 416 L&C star 416 L&C stendal 401 L&C stendal 402 L&C straight 444 L&C weimar 5012 L&C contor 2601

L&C canto 404 L&C gina 404 L&C stendal 404 L&C berlin 450 L&C contor 2603

L&C george 415 L&C layko 3293 L&C pocket 415 L&C monte 415



L&C arcetto 446 L&C arcetto 446 L&C arcetto 446 L&C berlin 450 L&C berlin 450 L&C mood 446 L&C bully 

L&C akiro 426 L&C akiro 426 L&C layko 421 L&C star 423 L&C star 423 L&C tablo 425 L&C tablo 425 L&C tablo 425

L&C tablo 425 L&C skipper 435 L&C skipper 427 L&C skipper 427-1 L&C teatro 432 L&C teatro 432 L&C arcetto 446 L&C dessau 3332

L&C dessau 3334 L&C dessau 3335 L&C dessau 3335 L&C mood 446 L&C mood 446 L&C contor ST 2000

L&C crown 448 L&C butler 448 L&C butler 448 L&C contor 3620 L&C contor 3620-1 L&C classic 453 L&C servicio 450
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Lacquers Signal white RAL 9003 Purple red RAL 3004 Cobalt blue RAL 5013 Graphite grey RAL 7024 Zinc yellow RAL 1018 Signal orange RAL 2010 Light blue RAL 5012

Stains Signal white RAL 9003 Purple red RAL 3004 Cobalt blue RAL 5013 Graphite grey RAL 7024 Jet black RAL 9005 Zinc yellow RAL 1018 Signal orange RAL 2010

Light blue RAL 5012 Wood finishes Beech Maple L&C star – Light oak L&C star – Walnut Table surfaces 
Genuine wood veneer 

Beech

Genuine wood veneer 
Maple

Genuine wood veneer   
Black oak 

HPL Themopal laminate  
White U002/47

HPL Themopal laminate 
Light grey U036/47

HPL Themopal laminate 
Black U007/47

HPL Themopal laminate  
Beech F37/023

HPL Themopal laminate  
Maple R5464

HPL Themopal laminate  
Walnut R4801

 

HPL Themopal laminate 
Oak R4223

Kronospan melamine  
Beech D391 PR

Kronospan melamine  
Maple R5479 

Kronospan melamine  
White K101 PE

Kronospan melamine  
Light grey U191 PE

Kronospan melamine  
Black U190 PE

Finishes



L&C stendal GmbH & Co.KG    Lüderitzer Straße 3 + 5   D-39576 Stendal    Phone +49 (0) 3931 632-6    Fax +49 (0) 3931 632-721    Email info@lc-stendal.de    www.lc-stendal.de

Reference projects: Berlin-Weissensee School of Art · Magdeburg-Stendal University of Applied Sciences · IG Initiativbewegung Bildung, Munich · Montessori School, Munich · Munich Student Services · Hildesheim University of Applied Sciences · Berlin University of Applied 

Sciences · Geesthacht Youth Centre · Ludwig Hoffman Primary School, Berlin-Friedrichshain · Grosse Stadtschule, Rostock · Children’s educational institute, Münster · Ministry of Economic Affairs, Stuttgart · Valentin Heider Grammar School, Lindau · Heinrich Zille School, 

Luckenwalde · Industriekultur Saar, Göttelbon · Fraunhofer Institute, Potsdam · BIP Creativity Centre, Berlin · Leon Foucault Grammar School, Hoyerswerda · Cottbus Chamber of Industry and Commerce · Salzwedel Chamber of Industry and Commerce · Rheinterrasse, Düsseldorf ·  

Hall of Last Benediction, Herrenberg-Oberjesingen · Hohe Warte Clinic, Bayreuth · Fire Service Training Centre, Balsthal, Switzerland · St. Antonius, Bad Saulgau · Kärcher, Stuttgart · Ruppert Meyer School, Spaichingen · T-Systems, Munich · Münster City Council · Evangel. Media 

Centre, Magdeburg · Wannensee Forum, Berlin · Mannheim City Marketing Department · Church of the Three Kings, Dresden · CSC Business Park, Frankfurt/Main · Frankfurt/Main Trade Fair · Bach Grammar School, Mannheim · Sparkasse, Köthen · Volksbank, Stendal · Volksbank, 

Coesfeld · New Historical Museum, Berlin · Frankfurt Trade Fair · State Chancellery, Wiesbaden · Martin Luther University, Halle · Salzwedel School of Music · Pritzwalk Workers’ Welfare Association meeting centre · Wernigerode Housing Association · BASF Dresden- 

Schwarzheide · Potsdam City Council · Uckermark District Council · German Pension Insurance Association · Lausitz-Senftenberg University of Applied Sciences · Johanniter Hospital, Stendal · Vienna University of Technology


